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Leveraging the “Prescience of Artists and the Art of Science”
Cross-Disciplinary Research in Neuroaesthetics
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Outline – Modern Development of Neuroaesthetics
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Outline – Preexistence of “Neuroaesthetics”
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Art History Discipline-Specific Knowledge Base
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Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web
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Participation of Scholars in the Evolving Infrastructure
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Applications in the Semantic Web to Enable Interdisciplinarity
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Developing a Cross-Disciplinary Ontology
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Towards an Ontology for Neuroaesthetics
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Artists showed prescience in understanding the visual system.
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Eventually, vision science will influence artists.
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Towards an Ontology for Cultural Security
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Towards an Ontology for Cultural Security
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Towards an Ontology for Cultural Security
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Towards an Ontology for Cultural Security
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Conclusion – Push vs. Pull
Will technology undermine or sustain the role of DSRDBs?
Does open access to full text obviate
the need for discipline-specific
research databases?

The role DSRDBs will become less overt
but will continue to add value through
Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web.

value to scholarly research

Push: knowledge bases that connect
the sciences and the humanities
will enable interdisciplinarity.

Pull: automatic creation of metadata through
machine-assisted summarization of abstracts and indexing

Push: create ontology that link disciplines
across the humanities and the sciences.
Pull: automated production of full text
through large-scale scanning with OCR

Push: web-enabled production environment will allow for increased coverage
while editorial oversight will continue to provide specialized metadata.
time
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